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Clustering follow-up time-series recorded by cardiac implantable devices


Abstract—Follow-up of patients treated by cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is of great interest to prevent health deterioration in the postoperative period. In this purpose, data recorded in implantable devices (ID) can be informative. They are large, multivariate, evolving with time, and then difficult to interpret. This study proposes a methodology, based on Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) and fuzzy coding, to i) reduce the dimensionality of these data, ii) characterize the factorial axes by the variables recorded in the ID, iii) identify evolutions of patients in the factorial plane which are related to health deterioration. The results show that the first three axes of the MCA contain more than 90% of the total variance and are linked to the functional state of the patient. A simple clustering of the patients is performed and defines an area of the factorial plane, correlated with a degradation of patients’ clinical state.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is currently reported as the most efficient treatment for patients with refractory heart failure (RHF) associated with intraventricular dyssynchrony [1]. However, 20-30% of these patients do not respond to this novel therapy and 10% of them even undergo a worsening of their symptoms.

In this field, the challenge is thus to identify these non-responders and to prevent severe degradation of implanted patients with an individual follow-up. The new implantable devices (ID) developed for CRT can record and store an increasing amount of data on the functional state of the patient (e.g., heart rate) and even on the activity of the patient. These data are large, multivariate, time-dependent and heterogeneous, which make their interpretation difficult for experts, like physicians or engineers.

Our objective is to propose a methodology to exploit this amount of multivariate data towards a follow-up of the clinical state of implanted patients. In a previous study [2], we used a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the time-series and facilitate their interpretation. This study showed the interest of the multidimensional data analysis of the data recorded in the ID memory to objectively assess the patients’ functional state.

In this paper, a Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) associated with a spatio-temporal fuzzy coding of the time-series, which allows a better handling of the temporal dimension of the data, is proposed. Our aim in this paper is to use MCA to i) analyze the link between the factorial axes and the variables recorded in the ID memory, ii) perform a clustering of the patients according to their evolution in the factorial plane and iii) compare the obtained clusters with the clinical state of the patients.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Clinical protocol and data

Patients participating in the present study suffer from RHF and have an indication for CRT. Data stored in the ID memory are retrieved at the end of the third, the sixth and the twelfth postoperative months and cover a three-month length period. These data result from two sensors: a transthoracic impedance sensor and an accelerometer which reflect the ventilation and the physical activity of the patient [3], respectively. The activity level of the patients is classified into two states: exercise and rest. These states are defined by the joint information given by the two sensors and by means of two thresholds. For each state, 24-hour cumulative values of all variables are computed and recorded in the ID memory over 30-day follow-up periods. The 13 physiological variables are listed in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total duration within the activity level</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative values of acceleration</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>m·s⁻²(g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative values of impedance</td>
<td>Impedance</td>
<td>millivolts (mV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative number of ventilation cycles</td>
<td>NbBreaths</td>
<td>NbVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative number of cardiac cycles</td>
<td>NbCardCyc</td>
<td>NCVC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Mean activity intensity

\[ \text{ActIntensity} = \frac{\text{ImpOverAcc}}{\text{ImpOverAcc}_{\text{over}} \text{Acceleration}_{\text{E}}} \]

C. “Mean” heart rate

\[ \text{HeartRate}_{\text{E}} = \frac{\text{ImpMinuteVent}}{\text{ImpMinuteVent}_{\text{E}}} \]

D. “Mean” ventilation frequency

\[ \text{VentilationFreq}_{\text{E}} = \frac{\text{NbVC}}{\text{NbVC}_{\text{E}}} \]

E. Impedance over

\[ \text{Impedance}_{\text{E}} \]

1. Subscripts E and R are for Exercise and Rest, respectively.
2. The duration of each Exercise and Rest period that occurs within 24 hours is unknown. Only the cumulative duration is known. Consequently, this “mean” is not the average of the variable values over 24 hours, excepted if all the periods are of the same duration.
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B. Method

The entire methodology is illustrated in Figure 1 and is described in details in this section.

![Fig. 1. Schema of the proposed methodology.](image)

1) Fuzzy coding of time-series: MCA is intended to qualitative data and exploits disjunctive tables \( Z = (z_{ij})_{(i,j)\in[1,L]x[1,C]} \) where \( z_{ij} \) is the membership value of the object \( i \) to the modality \( j \). In this study, MCA is applied to quantitative data (i.e. multivariate time-series). Consequently, it requires the transformation of raw data into the appropriate format. In this purpose, we propose to use the fuzzy space-time windowing, defined by Loslever and Bouilland for characterizing and coding biomechanical temporal data [4]. Usually, \( z_{ij} \in [0, 1] \) (i.e. the object \( i \) belongs or does not belong to the modality \( j \)), but MCA can also exploit a fuzzy version of \( Z \) where \( z_{ij} \in [0, 1] \) with the condition \( \sum_{j \in J} z_{ij} = 1 \), \( J \) being the set of modalities of the \( q \)th attribute (variable).

As depicted in Figure 2, fuzzy space-time windowing consists in considering the time domain of each variable through a fuzzy window set \( T = \{T_1, \cdots, T_j, \cdots, T_{N_T}\} \) such that \( \mu_{T_j}(t_q) \) (i.e. the membership value of the \( q \)th time sample \( t_q \)) falls between \([0,1]\) and meets the condition \( \sum_j \mu_{T_j}(t_q) = 1 \). In the same way, the range of amplitudes (spatial domain) of each variable is considered through \( N_A \) spatial fuzzy windows with the same properties.

Let \( V_n(t_q) \) be the value taken by the \( n \)th variable at time unit \( t_q \). Let \( \mu_{T_j}(t_q) \) (respectively \( \mu_{A_{i,n}}(V_n(t_q)) \)) be the membership value of the \( j \)th time window \( T_j \) for the \( n \)th variable at time unit \( t_q \) (respectively of the \( i \)th space window \( A_{i,n} \) for the \( V_n(t_q) \) value). The membership value of the space-time window \( W_{n,j}^{t_q} \) for a given time-series (signal) \( TS \) and the variable \( V_n \), is defined as in [4]:

\[
\mu_{W_{n,j}^{t_q}} = \frac{1}{Q} \sum_{q=1}^{Q} \mu_{T_j}(t_q) \cdot \mu_{A_{i,n}}(V_n(t_q))
\]

with \( Q \) being the number of time units in \( TS \), and \( \mu_{W_{n,j}^{t_q}} \), the weighted average of the space-time values with the time membership values as weights. Note that for a given variable \( V_n \) and a given temporal window \( j \), \( \mu_{W_{n,j}^{t_q}} \) verifies: \( \sum_j \mu_{W_{n,j}^{t_q}} = 1 \). This property is required to maintain the statistical context and to allow \( \mu_{W_{n,j}^{t_q}} \) to be interpreted as the frequency of the appearance of the signal in the space-time window \( W_{n,j}^{t_q} \).

The membership values of the space-time windows can then be organized in a table \( Z \) with statistical individuals in rows and variables in columns and can be directly analyzed with MCA.

2) Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA): Within the data analysis and the data mining fields, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) are two popular methods for exploring multidimensional data. They both exploit a two dimensional table crossing the objects of interest (also called statistical individuals or observations, represented by the rows of the table) and the variables (or attributes) characterizing these objects (the columns of the table). PCA exploits real value data and only exhibits linear relationships between variables. MCA has been developed for qualitative data and especially for survey results analysis. However, its application has been extended to symbolized real value data. The latter method presents the great advantage of jointly analyzing quantitative and qualitative data and to capture non linear relationships between attributes. In this study, we choose to apply MCA.

In MCA, supplementary variables and individuals can be displayed jointly with the variables and individuals of analysis. They do not participate to the computation of the MCA but their projection on the factorial plane: i) facilitates the interpretation of the MCA factorial axes by relating them to meaningful variables (e.g. age, sex, etc.) and ii) enables the characterization of supplementary individuals according to their locations with respect to individuals of analysis. Consequently, MCA enables to represent data acquired from other patients’ ID on the factorial plane in order to study the evolution of these patients’ state with respect to the patients of analysis.

MCA does not explicitly exploit time. However, the temporal dimension can be introduced in different ways. A basic solution is to represent each time sample (or time window) of a time-series by one statistical individual (a row of the table of analysis) and to perform MCA [4]. A time-series is consequently represented by as many rows as there are time samples or time windows. This method is very simple and the interpretation of the results is rather easy. Statistical individuals are represented by trajectories onto the factorial plane and their temporal evolution can then be exploited.

To smooth the trajectories in the factorial plane and facilitate the classification, we apply a weighted and smoothed temporal average on the table analyzed by MCA. The final table of analysis is \( S = P \cdot Z \), where \( P = (p_{ij})_{(i,j)\in[1,L]^2} \) is a proximity matrix defining the weighted and smoothed temporal average and is such as \( \sum_{j=1}^{L} p_{ij} = 1 \). This method is named Smoothed Multiple Correspondence Analysis (SMCA).
3) Unsupervised clustering with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) as a dissimilarity measure: One of our objectives is to cluster the patients according to their evolution in the factorial plane defined by SMCA. As there is no a priori knowledge on the classes, the clustering is unsupervised and will only exploit the most informative factorial axes. Among the unsupervised clustering techniques, Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) seems appropriate. It requires a dissimilarity matrix between the objects (i.e. the trajectories) and a criterion called aggregation link. At each step, the two closest clusters, in the sense of the chosen aggregation link, are merged. The algorithm stops when the initial objects are all merged into a final cluster. As an aggregation link, we choose the so-called complete link, which, at each step in the analysis, considers the distance between one cluster and another cluster to be equal to the longest distance from any member of one cluster to any member of the other cluster.

The main difficulty is the definition of a similarity measure that corresponds to our data, i.e. time-series forming trajectories on factorial planes. As these trajectories are subject to eventual non linear spatio-temporal deformations and are possibly at different lengths, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is proposed as a dissimilarity measure. DTW has been widely used as a measure of dissimilarity in time-series clustering, indexing and retrieving [6] or in handwriting recognition [7]. Comparing to the Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS), also studied as a similarity measure for heterogeneous multivariate time-series [5], DTW presents the advantage to be non-parametric and seems thus more appropriate for unsupervised clustering.

In this study, time-series are represented in the factorial plane by trajectories. Both their location and their evolution, i.e. both their coordinates and their derivatives, in the factorial plane are informative to cluster similar trajectories. Instead of directly using the DTW of the trajectories’ coordinates, we use the DTW between their derivatives to which is added the Euclidian distance between the means of their coordinates in the factorial plane.

Consequently, given two trajectories $\text{Traj}_1$ and $\text{Traj}_2$, and their derivatives $d\text{Traj}_1$ and $d\text{Traj}_2$, we define the distance between the two trajectories $\text{Traj}_1$ and $\text{Traj}_2$ as $DM(\text{Traj}_1, \text{Traj}_2) = DTW(d\text{Traj}_1, d\text{Traj}_2) + euclid(\text{mean}(\text{Traj}_1), \text{mean}(\text{Traj}_2))$, where $euclid(a,b)$ is the Euclidian distance between $a$ and $b$.

Each element $(k,l)$ of the distance matrix used for the AHC corresponds to the distance $DM$ between the $k^{th}$ and the $l^{th}$ trajectories.

III. RESULTS

A statistical individual corresponds to one temporal fuzzy window for a given patient and a trajectory is characterized by the data retrieved at the end of each three-month length period for each patient. In this way, a given patient is represented by several statistical individuals and by one to three trajectories. In this study, for the fuzzy space-time coding, we consider a fuzzy window set $T = \{T_1, \cdots, T_{p}, \cdots, T_{N_{T}}\}$ where each $T_{j}$ is 7-day long. The protocol provided 88 records for 48 patients. SMCA is thus applied to 1108 statistical individuals related to these 48 patients, i.e. to an array of 1108 rows and 39 columns (13 variables with $N_A = 3$ spatial fuzzy windows). The 3 spatial fuzzy windows are denoted with the suffixes “−$H$” for the higher level, “−$M$” for the medium level and “−$L$” for the lower level.

The first three factorial axes obtained by the SMCA represent 65.79, 14.79 and 12.34% of the total variance of the data, i.e. near 93% in total. The first axis is mainly defined by the lower (−$L$) and higher (−$H$) levels of $\text{Imp}_{\text{Minute}}$, $\text{Duration}_{E}$, $\text{NbCardCyc}_{E}$, $\text{NbBreaths}_{E}$, $\text{Acceleration}_{E}$ and $\text{ImpRate}_{E}$, which represent the time spent in exercise and the intensity of the efforts. Consequently, in Figure 4, the more the individuals are located to the right of the plane, the lower is the time spent in exercise and the less important are the efforts they make. The second axis is mainly defined by the medium (−$M$) and extreme (−$H$, −$L$) levels of $\text{Imp}_{\text{Minute}}$, $\text{ImpOverAcc}$, $\text{Imp}_{\text{Res}}$ and $\text{HeartRate}_{E}$, which define the ventilation activity in terms of amplitude, frequency and flow rate, especially in rest. This axis can be interpreted as an “axis of cardiovascular efficiency”. In Figure 4, the more the individuals are located to the lower part of the plane, the less important is their ventilation in rest (i.e. their cardiovascular system is more “efficient”), and this independently of the daily activity duration and intensity (i.e. of the position along the first axis).

Using the proposed methodology described in paragraph II-B and in Figure 1, a dendrogram of the trajectories is obtained. We identified three clusters by cutting this dendrogram at the corresponding threshold. Figure 4 presents patients in each cluster on the first factorial plane. Cluster 2 is located on the left part of the factorial plane and, considering the positions of the variables presented in Figure 3, this cluster is correlated with a high activity and a low ventilation in rest. Cluster 3 is located in the right-bottom part of the factorial plane and corresponds to a low activity. Cluster 1 is larger and is more correlated with medium physical activity and ventilation.

Considering the clinical state of the patients, it appears that the patients belonging to cluster 3 (on the right-bottom of the factorial plane in Figure 3) underwent a degradation of their physical condition, and one even died during the twelve-month postoperative period. On the other hand, none of the patient belonging to cluster 2 (on the left of the factorial plane in Figure 3) experienced worsening of symptoms during the twelve-month postoperative period. These clusters seem then correlated with the clinical state of the patients, as indicated by the SMCA.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this study was to propose a methodology to analyze the amount of data provided by ID towards a follow-up of the clinical state of implanted patients. It shows the validity of the Smoothed Multiple Correspondence Analysis (SMCA) associated with a fuzzy coding of the time-series for a correct exploitation of the temporal dimension, which is of first interest in a follow-up frame. The first
factorial plane defined by SMCA represents more than 90% of the total variance of the data and seems correlated with clinical state of the patients. A simple unsupervised clustering of the trajectories into three clusters allows the distinction of two extreme areas in the factorial plane, the left of the plane being associated with a favorable evolution and the right with a health deterioration. Clinical evaluations of patients in each one of these clusters are consistent with this observation. These preliminary results are interesting as they show the feasibility of the proposed methodology. A supervised clustering would be necessary to improve the processing of the trajectories located on the middle of the factorial plane, which correspond to different clinical states. From this observation, it would then be possible to define an "alarm area" in the factorial plane, which will warn the physician when a patient’s trajectory enters this area (i.e. when a degradation in the patient’s clinical state occurs). Subsequent patients’ data can be processed with the proposed methodology and their trajectories can be projected (as supplementary individuals) onto the factorial plane defined by the reference population. Using the telemetric function of the ID, individual follow-up in a telemedicine or/and home monitoring constitutes one of the major applications of the proposed methodology.
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